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ABSTRACT

In this paper the research issues and approach to the spoken
translation problem will be presented and discussed in the
framework of new opportunities offered to multilingual person
to person communication on the Web. New challenges arise in
the research paradigm due to the availability of huge multimedia
content that can be used in the communication process. The
NESPOLE! project, a common EU NSF funded project explor-
ing future applications in the e-commerce and e-service sectors,
will also be presented and discussed.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The diffusion of the Internet and its related services  is asking
for high sophisticated tools for human to human communication
over the Net.  Web Phone, Video Call Centers, Call Centers,
Videoconference Systems offer today the possibility of a global
communication infrastructure, despite the lack of adequate band.
Recently, the third generation cellular phone, the so called
UMTS, is assuming a promising role for mobile and ubiquitous
Internet access.

Faster, bigger, cheaper desktop computers have the capacity to
run newly developed information handling tools. New informa-
tion systems will be built upon a foundation of linguistic analy-
sis of language and meaning. To this, we add our growing under-
standing of cognitive processes. Research about how people
think, combined with observation of how they interact with
computer systems, is spawning the new discipline of human-
computer interaction in the framework of person to person,
machine mediated, communication.

The growth of e-service and e-commerce has lead to a big shift in
the enterprise organization. Now users and clients share the
enterprise information system. Clients can browse, query, e-mail
about products, services, see the status of purchase, complain
about product or service. Enterprise can learn a lot about clients
needs, satisfactions, and complaints. The communication proc-
ess between users and enterprises will be improved if call cen-
ters are fully integrated in the Internet infrastructure. In this way
a user has both the possibilities to browse and query and even-
tually communicate with an agent in order to solve a problem.

As a consequence of all the previously mentioned factors, the
overall infrastructure offers high human to human communicati-

on capabilities with the only exception of the language, which is
and will be in the future a significant barrier to overcome.

On the other hand significant progress has been made in the field
of human language technologies [3]. Various tasks like continu-
ous speech recognition for large vocabulary, speaker and lan-
guage identification, spoken information inquiry, information
extraction and cross-language retrieval in restricted domains are
today feasible and different prototypes and systems are running.
The spoken translation problem on the other hand is still a sig-
nificant challenge [1]. Nevertheless, important advances have
been recently demonstrated by approaching this problem as a
human to human communication task carried on in a restricted
domain [5] [6]. In this case, bi-directional, real time operation is
necessary, but fairly low quality is acceptable when communica-
tion is achieved. A Spoken Translation System does not need to
give a complete correct translation, but just an expression in the
target language satisfying the human dialog situation. If the hu-
man to human communication is also supported by multimedia
information this approach is even more convincing.

In this framework the classical problem of machine translation
and even the problem of telephone spoken translation need to be
refocused. The paradigm here is shifted towards a multimedia,
multimodal person to person communication. The meanings
conveyed in the communication are not only language based but
enhanced with multimedia content and non verbal communica-
tion. The answer to a given question in a multilingual conversati-
on could be more effective if given in text and/or visual form. In
this case the problem to face becomes a combination of language
understanding, information extraction and multimedia generation
in the target language. Document retrieval, summarization and
translation could also be involved in this communication proc-
ess. All these technologies should be thought as pieces of a
whole: a new model for person to person, information mediated,
communication  that brings together all the resources available:
verbal and non verbal communication, multimedia, face to face.
Approaching the multilingual communication as a whole means
to implement each new technology as a brick of an entire edifice.

In this paper  some research issues related to this new approach
will be presented in the framework of NESPOLE!, a common
EU NSF funded project, exploring multilingual person to person
communication for future applications in the e-commerce and e-
service sectors.

2. NESPOLE! PROJECT: SCENARIO
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E-commerce opens the possibility of selling goods and services
on a global market supported by the Web. Up to now, however,
interactions are mainly menu based, guiding the potential client
through a choice tree allowing only for a limited set of prede-
fined results. This reflects a conception of e-commerce/service as
basically driven by the supplier side. As a consequence, identifi-
cation of customer’s requirement and the consequent processes
of extending existing product range and product innovation are
crucially not supported; on the contrary, the interaction aims at
fitting the customer (notice, not the customer’s needs) into
existing product ranges and configuration options provided by
the supplier.

A different perspective  on e-commerce/service is the one in
which e-commerce/service focuses on the identification of cus-
tomer’s needs, being prepared to dynamically configure and
propose complex solutions. In such a scenario, the customer and
the provider are involved in a negotiation - the process where
the client is allowed to explore alternative solutions, while the e-
service/commerce provider reacts by eliciting unexpressed needs
and configuring viable alternatives.

Human-to-human interaction can obviously greatly contribute to
achieve such objectives. Humans, in fact, can fully and naturally
understand other humans’ motivations and desires, can answer
their needs in creative ways, possibly without fully matching
the customer’s requests, but always trying to find solutions
that maximize the customer’s satisfaction vis a vis concrete
possibilities. In a word, humans are naturally equipped for the
negotiation task.

The goal of making e-commerce/service capable of supporting
negotiation requires that we provide for systems capable of
dealing with spoken language-based human-to-human communi-
cation. Once such a possibility is granted, the globalization of
markets immediately requires that the related theme of multilin-
guality be also addressed. Clearly, if negotiation were important
for e-commerce and e-service, the involved partners would ap-
preciate, and actually require, that it be carried on in their own
mother tongue. This cannot be achieved by having an e-
commerce/service provider making available a set of human op-
erators covering the relevant languages. That would not only be
too expensive; it would also prove unfeasible in such domain as
help-desks for trouble shooting and reparation, where the rele-
vant operator should couple technical with language competence.
On the other hand, the choice of using a given language as an
‘interlingua’, no matter how widely spread such as English,
would irremediably exclude a large number of potential custom-
ers, especially in a non technical domain, as, e.g., tourism.

The scenario for the first showcase of NESPOLE! project in-
volves an agent, located in APT (the Trentino Tourism Agency
Italian speaking), and a client located anywhere (English, Ger-
man or French speaking) using a terminal as simple as possible
(PC, sound and video cards, videoconferencing software like

Netmeeting). This choice is related to present available technol-
ogy, in the near future the third generation cellular can be also
used as terminal.  The client wants to organize a trip in Trentino
area, and refers to APT web pages in order to get information. If
the client wants to know more about a particular topic or prefers
to have a more direct contact, a speech to speech translation
service allows him to interact in his own language with an APT
agent. A videoconferencing session can then be opened between
client and agent and the dialog starts between them. The scenario
starts from the assumption that the tourist has already visited
the APT site www.trentino.to but, as usually happens and as a
brief analysis done on e-mail  received by APT related to general
information request confirms, the tourist has not searched the
web site nor read the pages in detail and wants to ask some de-
tails about a specific subject.

Tourism is presently involved in an important change consisting
in a shift from the current broker-supported market (agencies,
tour operators), to a situation in which the customer directly
contacts and negotiates with a local representative of local
service providers the so called destinations. Such a change is
important, since it is motivated by, and at the same time induces
a parallel shift from ways to organize the offer around a fixed
number of solutions, towards scenarios in which the keyword is
flexibility. On the provider side, this requires the capability of
providing personalized solutions meeting the demands and needs
of customers (families, children, old people, etc.), allowing for a
better planning and allocation of resources and tourism presence.
The customer, in turn, will have the possibility of explaining
his/her needs and expectations, and a true guidance towards
finding optimal solutions. The destination, on the other hand,
needs that the system be capable of assisting him/her in manag-
ing data-bases of pictures and images describing hotels availabil-
ity, sporting resorts, cultural events, etc., as well as textual in-
formation of various kinds. All this will enable the destination to
react to the customer choice by proposing optimal solutions.

3. NESPOLE! PROJECT: APPROACH AND
RESEARCH ISSUES

3.1 Approach

In order to fulfill the requirements of the previous scenario basic
functionalities of Speech to Speech translation have to be devel-
oped, augmented by shared multimedia information provided by
service-provider. The text included in  multimedia needs also to
be translated. If static Web pages can get ready off line, dynamic
ones need to be translated on the fly. Then, Machine Translation
is also a crucial functionality for this scenario, although different
approaches can be chosen given the complexity of the text.
Translation memory for repetitive, simple domain, more general
techniques, i.e. statistical, example based, for more complex
domains. These basic functionalities have been already demon-
strated in the final showcase of  C-STAR II [5].



New important functionalities can be further developed. The
first relates to interactivity. Agent and client can communicate,
referring to multimedia data, either linguistically (i.e.”.  .please
look at  the image on the top of the page..” ) or by gesture ( i.e.
“ please look here – pointing the image –..”). The second is
related to information extraction and cross-language retrieval
from a large number  of documents made available by different
service-providers (i.e. in the proposed scenario weather, trans-
port, cultural events, gastronomy, etc.). The agent is therefore
well supported answering to the client’s requests. The added
value in this case depends on the quantity and/or on rapid
change  of the information. The third relates to user modeling or
profiling. Considering that registering is a common and diffuse
way to get personalized services, this information and all the
information gathered in previous interactions could be effec-
tively used either for decoding the conceptual meanings of the
person to person communication or to filter the information
extraction helping the agent in providing the client with a per-
sonalized answer.

In conclusion the challenge of the research in the framework  of
multilingual person to person communication is provided  by the
integration of all these different sources of information. A statis-
tical framework has been effectively  proved in the spoken lan-
guage system, both at recognition level and also at understanding
level. It seems also well promising for this purpose, providing
that data are available and efficient learning techniques have to be
developed. The challenge arises when common language and
conceptual modeling, together with user modeling, will be used
for processing both spoken sentences and documents in provid-
ing an answer to the client’s request. The NESPOLE! project
begins to afford some of the previous discussed issues. In what
follows the research issues are presented and discussed.

3.2 Research Issues

The scientific and technological research issues we intend to
address in order to improve current experimental speech-to-
speech translation (STST) systems, are: robustness, scal-
ability, cross-domain portability and multimodal interac-
tion with multimedia content.

3.2.1 Robustness
In order to fully support natural interaction, the system must be
able to cope with the disfluencies of spontaneous speech in-
cluding interruptions, corrections, repetitions, false starts, etc. In
these respects, an essential feature of the system will be its ro-
bustness —that is, the capability of dealing with corrupted in-
puts, due to either the peculiarities of the input utterance or to
errors of the acoustic recognizer, and with incomplete informa-
tion. Robustness is so important to STST systems that it is
usual practice to sacrifice fidelity to the input utterance in favor
of a smooth continuation of the communication process. The
system is required to be able to properly translate at least all the
input content, which is relevant to the accomplishment of the

domain task(s), this way simplifying the goal with respect to a
complete and precise translation of the input utterance.

Robustness has to be assessed, both for the complete system
and for the single speech/language modules, by using real speech
data.

3.2.2 Multimodality
In order to be really effective for negotiation in e-
commerce/service, the system cannot simply handle speech,
language or text. E-commerce already heavily relies on images,
graphics and animations describing the products. A multimodal
support has to be provided for negotiation by allowing a close
integration of, and interaction between speech-based communi-
cation and visual cues and content. Both the customer and the
provider will be enabled to talk about content that is presented
by means of images and make reference to it, while speech
translation will resolve the reference that the two partners make
to visually presented material. At the same time, the system will
provide supporting information dynamically, as the human-to-
human dialogue unfolds. Many of these goals are still research
topics in human-machine communication scenarios. They are
particularly challenging in a translingual human-to-human com-
munication setting, where multimodal coordination and synchro-
nization must be maintained during and across language transla-
tion.

3.2.3 Scalability and cross-domain portability
Present STST systems are highly domain dependent. In order to
improve effectiveness and performance, both the linguistic re-
sources and many of the speech/language engines are built
around a particular domain at hand. This results in systems,
which do not easily scale up, and are difficult to port from one
domain to another without major changes. Although attempts at
addressing scalability and cross-domain portability have al-
ready been made in many areas of HLT, these are rather new
concerns in STST. They are crucial, though, to offer STST as a
viable technological solution. Such problems will be addressed
by improving the performances of single engines architectures;
enhancing existing Intermediate Representation Formalism (IRF)
to provide for more flexible, easy to use and to extend domain
and meaning encoding.

3.2.4 The Interchange Format
The adoption of an Interchange Format (IF) based approach has
several advantages and potentialities. The most obvious advan-
tage is the reduction of the number of different systems, which
have to be implemented. Given n different languages, an analysis
chain (starting from the spoken input and delivering an IF repre-
sentation) and a synthesis chain (taking the IF representation
and providing a linguistic form for it) for each language suffice to
yield a system capable of dealing with speech-to-speech transla-
tion between all of the possible language pairs. That is, the re-
sulting system would require n separate analysis and synthesis
chains, instead of the otherwise required quadratic number of



modules. Furthermore, given that each module involves only one
language, native speakers of that language can do the develop-
ment.

Another important advantage concerns portability to a new
language; given the described configuration, a lower effort is
necessary to make an existing system capable of dealing with a
new language. This strikingly contrasts with the case of a direct
translation system, where the addition of a new language to a set
of n pre-existing languages requires the construction of n new
complete modules to link each old language to the new one. In
addition to this, the techniques developed to build and process a
formal representation of the information content of utterances
can be exploited to meet the demands of many other applicative
scenarios. For example, in a speech based information retrieval
system, the IF can be used to build the formal query. Both in
this case and in speech-to-speech scenario, the IF representa-
tions can provide the means to produce summaries of the trans-
actions occurred between the human and the machine, and among
the different parties, respectively.

For the IF based approach to work properly, the IF design is
crucial. This is a difficult problem because many aspects need be
taken into account. In the first place, the IF must be (as) lan-
guage independent (as possible). That is, we want it to focus on
the information contained in utterances rather than on the way in
which such information is expressed. On the other hand, robust-
ness requires that the IF be able to also code partial information.
Another important point is the dependence of the interchange
format on domain: this is obviously a limitation, but the applica-
tive scenario provides strong indications as to the type of infor-
mation which must be extracted, while the domain defines the
actual data to be identified in the utterance. For example, the
application might request the identification of the topic of the
utterance, and the domain might restrict the choice to a finite set.

Speech-to-speech translation scenarios feature dialogues with a
richer structure than that of speech-based information retrieval
and the interchange format must be able to capture such struc-
ture. For instance, the number of parties active in the conversa-
tion is always greater than one and track must be kept of who is
speaking at each time. To this end, the adopted IF provides a
label to encode the speaker: a: for the agent and c: for the cus-
tomer. Furthermore, the users do not only ask for data or infor-
mation, but they also perform, and request the other party to
perform, a number of different actions. Users greet the other
speaker, seek and give information and clarifications, accept and

reject proposals and suggestions, and so on. All these actions are
represented at the speech-act level of the adopted IF. Moreover,
each action may concern and involve a number of objects in the
world and properties thereof. Such objects and properties are
encoded by means of concepts, usually ordered by importance
and (decreasing) generality. Examples of the relevant concepts
are availability, price, hotel, room, trip, sight-type.

Finally, there is an argument level, consisting of attribute-value
pairs such as time=sunday, location=downtown etc. Each con-
cept admits one or more attribute-value pairs. In summary, the
IF consists of four levels:
• the speaker label
• the speech-act part
• a (sequence of) concept(s)
• the arguments.

The architecture of the IF permits to clearly distinguish the do-
main dependent part  (concepts and arguments) from the domain
independent one (speaker and speech-act).  This facilitates the
porting from a domain to another. For example, moving from the
hotel reservation domain to the travel information one will only
require the addition of new concepts and new arguments.

4. STST ARCHITECTURE

The Italian implementation of NESPOLE!  STST system archi-
tecture [2]  consists of two main processing chains: the analysis
chain and the synthesis chain (cf. Figure 1). The analysis chain
converts an Italian input acoustic signal into a (sequence of) IF
representation(s) by going through: the recognizer, which pro-
duces a sequence of word hypotheses for the input signal; and
the understanding module, which exploits a multi-layer argu-
ment extractor and a statistical based classifier to deliver IF rep-
resentations. The synthesis chain starts from an IF expression
and produces a target language  synthesized audio natural lan-
guage message expressing that content. It consists of two mod-
ules. The generator first converts the IF representation into a
more language oriented representation and then integrates it with
domain knowledge to produce sentences in Italian. Such sen-
tences feed a speech synthesizer, namely the text-to-speech sys-
tem Eloquens developed by CSELT [7]  All translation systems
developed  by NESPOLE! partners have to communicate to each
other. A communication server performs the interface between
the ITC-irst system and the other ones.
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Fig. 1 – The NESPOLE! HLT  architecture.

5. NESPOLE! INFRASTRUCTURE

This section presents an overview of the hardware and software
infrastructure for Nespole!. The design is based on the experi-
ence carried on in the C-STAR II Consortium and taking into
account  the present technology (H323) and, with minor
changes, future developments (Http and UMTS). The overall
architecture has been designed taking into account the geographi-
cal location of the four Language Specific HLT Servers, and as-
suming complete structural symmetry of Agents and Clients.
Moreover, monitoring tasks have been distributed among four
distinct hosts. Agent and Client are H.323 terminals—namely,
they are able to make H.323 calls, sending audio in G.711 for-

mat, video in H.261 format, and data in T.120 format. The
Global Nespole! Server is drawn as a unique entity, but the vari-
ous Language Specific HLT Servers can be arbitrarily distrib-
uted. The Mediator Software Module is in charge of interfacing
the language specific HLT servers and the clients. All the com-
munications among Agent, Client, Mediator and HLT Server are
via sockets. This is particularly appropriate for communications
between Mediator and HLT Server, since transmission via sock-
ets is independent from the actual operating systems running at
the endpoints. Communications between Agent and Mediator,
and between Client and Mediator are ruled by the H.323 stan-
dard.



Fig. 2 - NESPOLE! Infrastructure.
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